A hybrid analytical and finite element method is proposed to solve the nonlinear sloshing problem in a floating-roof type cylindrical liquid storage tank under long-period ground motion. The contained liquid is assumed to be inviscid and incompressible and the flow is assumed to be irrotational, while the floating roof is considered as a Kirchhoff plate undergoing large deflection. The proposed method is based on representation of the liquid motion by the analytical solution to the potential theory that satisfies the rigid wall and bottom conditions. This requires only the discretization of the liquid surface and the floating roof into finite elements, thus leading to a computationally very efficient method compared with full numerical analysis. Numerical examples are presented to investigate the nonlinear sloshing in oil storage tanks with single-deck type floating roofs damaged during the 2003 Tokachioki earthquake. � ���������� liquid storage tank, single-deck type floating roof, fluid-structure interaction, nonlinear sloshing, long-period ground motion ������������������������������������������� *1 ������������ ������� �
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